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FEW BUT INFORMATIVE LOCAL HASH CODE MATCHING FOR IMAGE RETRIEVAL

Zechao Hu and Adrian G. Bors*

Department of Computer Science, University of York, York YO10 5GH, UK

ABSTRACT

Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) aims to search for

the most similar images from an extensive database to a

given query content. Existing CBIR works either represent

each image with a compact global feature vector or extract

a large number of highly compressed low-dimensional lo-

cal features, where each contains limited information. In

this research study, we propose an expressive local fea-

ture extraction pipeline and a many-to-many local feature

matching method for large-scale CBIR. Unlike existing local

feature methods, which tend to extract large amounts of low-

dimensional local features from each image, the proposed

method models characteristic feature representations for each

image, aiming to employ fewer but more expressive local

features. For further improving the results, an end-to-end

trainable hash encoding layer is used for extracting compact

but informative codes from images. The proposed many-to-

many local feature matching is then directly performed on

the hash feature vectors from input images, leading to new

state-of-the-art performance on several benchmark datasets.

Index Terms— Content based image retrieval, image fea-

ture representation, local feature match, hash codes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Comparing images and finding those with similar content

with a given query represents an important image processing

application named Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR).

The crucial processing aspects that have to be addressed

in CBIR are the image feature extraction and the similar-

ity measure. There are two levels of image representation,

corresponding to global and local feature modelling, when

employing Convolution Neural Networks (CNN) for CBIR.

Global feature methods [1, 2, 3, 4] extract a compact fea-

ture vector for each image following a single forward passing

through the network. In recent works several types of atten-

tion mechanisms have been proposed to re-weight the con-

volution feature tensor before compressing it into a compact

global feature vector [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] instead of uniformly ex-

tracting features from the whole image. As for local feature
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methods, they could be further categorised into three cate-

gories. The first category employs an aggregation module

to encode the local features into a compact feature vector

[10, 11, 12, 13]. The second type keeps several local fea-

tures from each image while employing a similarity measure

in a many-to-many matching manner [14, 15]. The final cat-

egory of methods utilises the spatial information of each ex-

tracted local feature vector to perform verification during a

re-ranking stage [16, 17]. In a way, the first type of local

feature methods is similar to the global feature representa-

tion approach, as they both eventually lead to single com-

pact global feature vectors as image representations. How-

ever, most existing local feature methods tend to extract a

large number of local features from the input image. Espe-

cially, due to the fixed receptive field of CNNs and the varia-

tion in the object size, each local feature may only correspond

to a local part of a target object or region. To address this

problem, local feature vectors are normally extracted from

multi-scale resolutions of the input image. However, the in-

crease in the number of features leads to unbearable process-

ing costs at the online retrieval stage. Consequently, most ex-

isting works apply dramatic dimension reduction or binariza-

tion [14, 15, 16, 17]) for feature compression. This results in

a large number of low-dimensional local features, where each

contains relatively limited relevant information.

This research study proposes a new method for extracting

a comprehensive and compact image information representa-

tion from pre-trained CNNs. Instead of storing huge amounts

of low-dimensional local features, we employ clustering on

selected local features from the CNN output to build com-

pressed but expressive local feature representations for each

image. Moreover, we propose a trainable hash encoding layer,

which is optimized based on the idea of the Bi-half Net [18].

After training, the proposed feature extraction pipeline results

in compact hash codes with limited information loss. Finally,

a corresponding many-to-many similarity criterion is applied

to the resulting expressive local features, leading to state of

the art results while significantly lower memory resources are

used when comparing to other CBIR approaches.

2. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we first describe a simple model structure that

generates global feature vectors optimized with image-level



Fig. 1. Illustration of the proposed binary local feature model processing system.

labels at the training stage. Then, we discuss how the local

features and hash code generation are optimized during train-

ing. After that, we propose a clustering based local feature

extraction method along with a many-to-many local feature

matching strategy for image matching at the retrieval stage.

2.1. Architecture

We consider ResNet [19] with an output channel count of

D = 2048 as the backbone network. The feature tensor X

output by the final convolution layer is GeM pooled [4] with

a fixed power coefficient of 3. After that, the spatial pool-

ing feature is whitened by a fully connected layer, resulting in

the global feature vector Vg with the dimension of DB . As

shown in Fig. 1 (a), at the training stage, the model is trained

with the ArcFace margin loss [17] :

L(V̂g,y) = − log

(
exp(γ×AF(V̂gŵ

T

i ,yi))∑Nc
j=1

exp(γ×AF(V̂gŵ
T

j
,yj))

)
, (1)

where V̂g is the whitened L2 normalized global GeM fea-

ture vector for each input training image. AF(u, y) is the

ArcFace-adjusted cosine similarity [17]:

AF(u, y) =

{
cos(arccos(u) +m), if y = 1
u, if y = 0

(2)

while ŵi refers to the trainable L2 normalized classifier

weights for class i from the ArcFace weight matrix W ∈
R

Nc×D and Nc is the number of classes in the training

dataset. In other words, the ArcFace loss potentially opti-

mizes the cosine similarity not between single image pairs

but between each training image and proxies of classes. Ac-

cording to the insight of spatial pooling from [14], optimizing

cosine similarity between global spatial pooling features

would implicitly optimize the L2 norm of the local descriptor

from each entry of the feature tensor X output by the back-

bone network. As the Sign function has been widely applied

for feature binarization [14, 17, 16], its direct application over

real-value features, which are optimized with the real-value

loss, could lead to information loss, degrading the whole

model’s performance. What exact attributes make a good

binary code has been discussed in several studies [20, 21, 22].

Recently, the Bi-half Net [18] considers that the information

per channel transmitted from the original continuous features

to the corresponding binary code is maximized when the dis-

tribution of the binary values {−1, 1} across all channels is

equally balanced. The forward and backward processes for

the Bi-half layer given the input feature tensor F, are, [18] :

Forward: B = π0(F) =

{
1, top half of sorted F

−1, otherwise
,

Backward: ∂L
∂F

= ∂L
∂B

+ ϕ(F − B),
(3)

where ϕ is a hyper-parameter equal to the multiplicative in-

verse of the element count of the feature batch F.

The Bi-half layer in [18] is applied on each batch of fea-

tures at the training stage which could make the training un-

stable. Accordingly, in our implementation, we apply the Bi-

half layer on the class proxy features W , resulting in binary

proxy features BW . Then the ArcFace loss from Eq. (1) is

re-written as :

L(V̂P ,y) = − log

(
exp(γ×AF(V̂gb̂

T

i ,yi))∑Nc
j=1

exp(γ×AF(V̂gb̂
T

j
,yj))

)
. (4)

Intuitively speaking, enforcing these proxy features to

have equal binary symbol probabilities could potentially

make the binary code of the same class images be optimized

towards a consistent goal across all batch steps. This elim-

inates the distraction caused by the batch size setting or the

random image sample shuffle at the training stage.



2.2. Local feature extraction and matching

At the retrieval stage, as shown in Fig. 1 (b), for input Image I,

after feeding through the backbone network, L2 norm based

feature selection is applied, keeping the top N local features

XN ∈ R
N×D with the highest L2 norm. Then, k-means clus-

tering is employed for extracting a set of representative fea-

ture vectors by performing GeM pooling within each cluster.

This is followed by whitening and applying the Sign function

based binarization to obtain a set of clustered binary codes

BK ∈ {−1, 1}K×DB .

Let us consider a pair of images : the query image Iq
and the candidate image Ic along with corresponding binary

features Bq,K = [bq,i] and Bc,K = [bc,i] (i, j = 1, ...,K).

Their similarity score is defined by:

S(Iq, Ic) =

K∑
i=1

(1−min
j

Hamm(bq,i,bc,j))

K
, (5)

where Hamm(·, ·) represents the Hamming distance. To fur-

ther speed up the online retrieval procedure, inverted file in-

dexing [23] is used to eliminate the obvious non-matching im-

ages. We use the local features from XN to build the visual

word codebook. At the feature extraction stage, both query

and candidate image local features, Xc,N and Xq,N , respec-

tively, are clustered over visual words from the pre-trained

codebook and we record the visual word index that each im-

age is assigned to. Then during the retrieval stage, for each

query image, we only pick out those candidate database im-

ages that would share at least one visual word with the query

image to perform the local feature match and assess their sim-

ilarity. The other candidate images which are not selected are

simply set to have zero similarity score with the query image.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiment setup. The model uses ResNet101(50) as back-

bone. The margin m = 0.15 and γ = 30 for the ArcFace loss

in Eq. (2) and Eq. (4). To speed up the model convergence, the

GeM backbone network is pre-trained on the GLDv2 dataset

[24] with ArcFace loss for 50 epochs1. The batchsize is set

to 128, the initial learning rate is of 0.05 and we consider

a cosine learning rate decay strategy [9]. Then, after PCA

dimension reduction, class proxies and the fully connected

layer are fine-tuned for extra 10 epochs with the Bi-half layer

applied and the backbone network frozen. The final output

feature dimension DB = 512. We set N = 500 for the lo-

cal feature selection while considering K = 10 clusters for

k-means clustering. For the inverted file index, we use sin-

gle scale 60,000 images from the GLDv2 dataset to train the

codebook. From each image, 300 local features are picked up

and compressed to a dimension of 128 by using PCA. The vi-

sual word count of the codebook is set to 65536. In addition,

we consider 5 scales
{

1
2
√
2
, 1
2 ,

1√
2
, 1,

√
2
}

for the multi-scale

feature extraction scheme [4]. Local features extracted from

different scales are merged together and jointly selected using

the L2 norm. ROxf/RPar datasets [25] along with a 1 million

images distractor set R1M [25] are used for evaluation.

Local match visualization. In Fig. 2 we visualize the con-

tribution of each location to the image pair similarity score.

For comparison, the L2 norm attention given by simple GeM

pooling is visualized in the images from the fourth column.

As we can observe, the L2 norm tends to uniformly highlight

training data’s relevant objects, while our local match method

emphases the correct regions of interest. In a way, the visu-

alization of local match maps looks like co-attention, as the

importance of each local feature from the candidate image is

no longer fixed as in the traditional global spatial pooling.

Fig. 2. Local match visualization.

Image retrieval results. Comparative image retrieval

results for the proposed method (“LM-BiHalf”) and other ap-

proaches are provided in Table 1. For fair comparison we re-

implemented the GeM [4] and HOW [14] with ArcFace loss

on GLDv2 dataset, denoting by †. We can observe that the

proposed local match method “LM-BiHalf” leads to great ac-

curacy improvement when compared to the baseline “GeM†”.

Especially, when considering the ResNet101 as the backbone

network, on the Hard set of ROxf (RPar), our method reaches

the best result 72.0% (83.6%). When considering the 1 mil-

lion distractor set, our method has the best retrieval results on

ROxf+1M and it also gives comparable results to the current

SOTA work DOLG on RPar+1M.

1In Table 1, the pre-trained GeM network corresponds to “GeM†” . It

has the same backbone network as our method “LM-BiHalf” and serves as a

baseline for performance comparison.
2R101− represents the ResNet101 [19] without the final convolution

block. According to the study from [14], HOW gives better result when dis-

carding the final block and we follow this setting for our re-implementation.
3https://github.com/feymanpriv/DOLG



Method
Medium (%) Hard (%)

ROxf ROxf+1M RPar RPar+1M ROxf ROxf+1M RPar RPar+1M

(A) Local feature

DELF-D2R-R-ASMK*+SP [26] 76.0 64.0 80.2 59.7 52.4 38.1 58.6 29.4

R50−-HOW-MDA [15] 82.0 68.7 83.3 64.7 62.2 45.3 66.2 38.9

R101−-HOW†[14]2 83.9 77.9 87.9 76.4 71.3 52.8 76.0 56.4

(B) Global feature

R101-GeM (GLD) [8] 67.3 49.5 80.6 57.3 44.3 25.7 61.5 29.8

R50-GeM†[4] 79.8 69.0 87.3 73.1 60.4 44.2 74.0 52.0

R101-GeM†[4] 83.0 72.8 90.2 77.6 65.5 49.8 80.7 59.1

R101-DSM [27] 65.3 47.6 77.4 52.8 39.2 23.2 56.2 25.0

R101-SOLAR [8] 69.9 53.5 81.6 59.2 47.9 29.9 64.5 33.4

R101-DELG [17] 76.3 63.7 86.6 70.6 55.6 37.5 72.4 46.9

R101-DELG + SP [17] 81.2 69.1 87.2 71.5 64.0 47.5 72.8 48.7

R50-DOLG [9]3 81.2 71.4 90.1 79.0 62.6 47.3 79.2 59.8

R101-DOLG [9]3 82.3 73.6 90.9 80.4 64.9 51.6 81.7 62.9

(C) Our method

R50-LM-BiHalf 84.4 72.4 91.0 74.8 67.9 50.7 81.6 53.9

R101-LM-BiHalf 86.7 76.6 92.0 79.3 72.0 54.8 83.6 61.4

Table 1. Image retrieval results on ROxf/RPar datasets (and their extended version +1M distractor set R1M).

Bi-half
Medium (%) Hard (%)

ROxf RPar ROxf RPar

% 85.4 90.9 70.4 82.3

" 86.7 92.0 72.0 83.6

Table 2. Ablation experimental results when considering the

Bi-half layer applied on the proxy features W .

4. ABLATION EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

Bi-half layer impact. We first verify the impact of the Bi-half

layer on the model’s performance. According to the results

from Table 2, after employing the Bi-half layer, the retrieval

results globally outperforms those without the Bi-half layer.

Method Device
Memory (GB)

ROxf/RPar+1M

Retrieval time

(average ms)

HOW [14] CPU 14 750

GeM [4] Tesla GPU 8 250

DOLG [9] Tesla GPU 2 220

DELG+SP [17] Tesla GPU 22 383

LM-BiHalf CPU 0.64 590

Table 3. Computation cost comparison.

Computation and memory costs. With the hyper-parameter

setting described in Section 3, the memory cost for one im-

age feature cache is about 0.64KB. It takes around 0.64GB

to cache the entire ROxf/RPar dataset with the +1M distrac-

tor set. For the online retrieval search on ROxf/RPar with

+1M distractor dataset and with the help of inverted file in-

dexing, for one query image, it takes on average 590ms with

a CPU. According to the results from Table 3, our method

“LM-BiHalf” requires much less memory with a comparable

time cost to other CBIR approaches.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose extracting few but expressive bi-

nary codes as representation for input images. Extracted com-

pact binary features are employed into a many-to-many lo-

cal matching method for CBIR. Unlike other local match-

ing methods which extract large sets of low-dimensional local

features which may require complex matching kernel imple-

mentations, the proposed local matching method is based on

the L2 norm local feature selection and simple clustering to

extract the appropriate number of expressive local features.

In addition, the adapted Bi-half binarization layer enriches the

information capacity of each feature channel, relieving the in-

formation loss problem caused by feature compression. The

proposed CBIR methodology enabled by deep feature space

clustering and Bi-half binarization achieves new state of art

performance on benchmark datasets while having much lower

memory requirements than other methods.
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